This paper offers a survey of how European rhetoric reached China in the transitional period between the Ming and the Qing dynasties. The focus of my paper is how a verbal ars is transformed into the written ars, thus inaugurating the Christian literature in late imperial China.
Why Did the Ming Chinese Forget Rhetoric?
Most students of late Ming and early Qing Jesuit writings (1583-1805) have reached the somewhat dubious conclusion that the Chinese converted to Catholicism because they were tempted by the excellence of European science and technology (Gernet 1986, pp. 15-24; Fan 1992; Chu 1996, pp. 47-97; Liu 2018; Han 2019) . 1 This traditional view, however, has been interrogated intensively ever since some twenty years ago (e.g., Zürcher 1996, pp. 331-60) . One reason to doubt the standard interpretation is that conversion is commonly, though also with exceptions, the result of chuanhua 勸化or "persuasion," the ultimate purpose of rhetoric according to Aristotle (Kennedy 1991, 1.2.1) . If the missionary works concerned have to rely greatly on writing, the act of persuasion may in fact have been more strategic and therefore rhetorical in nature. Its literariness, in fact, almost equals its religiosity if one agrees that rhetoricity is part of this quality. As scholars such as Billings (2009) and Redaelli (2007) have done, my investigation of the Ming and Qing Jesuit writings in Chinese finds that they, indeed, are comprised of a large amount of material that can be properly qualified as literary, including dialogues, hagiography, and collections of maxims, fables, and anecdotes.
Among these Jesuit works of seemingly apologetical nature, a special genre stands out: exemplum. An exemplum has been defined as a short narration given as truthful and intended to be inserted into a speech, usually a sermon, to convince an audience by means of a salutary lesson (Gregg 1997, pp. 11-16) . To the best of my knowledge, works under this generic rubric have attracted few critical attentions in literary history, even though they contributed greatly to the masterpieces of such well-known authors in the West as Geoffrey Chaucer (1343-1400) and John Gower (c. 1330 Gower (c. -1408 . Exemplum is also a critical rhetorical device in the catechetic works of such important Ming Jesuits as Matteo Ricci (利瑪竇, 1552 Ricci (利瑪竇, -1610 and Diego de Pantoja (龐迪我, 1571-1618) . When it comes to rhetoric, let me begin with a short story about Ricci, the most important and famous figure in the first generation of Jesuits in China.
Before Ricci died in 1610, he had been harshly attacked once by Zou Weilian 鄒維璉 (d. 1636 ), one of the activists of the Dongling Party renowned in the political society of late-Ming China. Zou 1 For discussions in Western languages, see the titles listed in Zürcher 1991, pp. 101-24, or its expanded version by Nicolas Standaert, in Standaert 2001, pp. 238-45, and 936-41 . On mathematics, there is one book worthy of our special mention: Engelfriet 1998 . But studies on humanities also began long ago. For discussions particularly on literary works, see selected titles in Li and Lam 2014. institutional than individualistic: beginning with town examination and ending with capital or palace ones, none of the different levels of the imperial examination required oral presentations. Whereas I do not know in what language Zou Weilian talked with Ricci, that which lies at the bottom of the above "ignorance" in traditional Chinese society is the lack of a sort of "common language" or "lingua franca," with which people from all regions of the empire were allowed to communicate without oral interpretation. The worst is, as Joseph Edkins (艾約瑟, 1823-1905) , a Protestant missionary who spared no effort to promote rhetoric and Cicero in the late-Qing dynasty, pointed out at that time that in later times there were no such institutions as assemblies and councils (yihui 議會) in China that could continue the ancient legacy of rhetoric (Ai 2006, p. 523) . George A. Kennedy keenly observes in his Comparative Rhetoric that, in sharp contrast to Western rhetoricians, Chinese rhetors, called pejoratively as chushi 處士 or zhonghen jia 縱橫家, if not cunningly, then surely were reactionary (Kennedy 1998, p. 143 ).
European Jesuits and the Appearance of Western Rhetoric in China
This notwithstanding, what concerns me in recollecting Ricci's story with reference to Zou Weilian, especially, is a question rarely raised by modern specialists in the field of Jesuit writings: To what degree was European rhetoric introduced by early Catholic missionaries in China? It is self-evident that Ricci's Western Mnemonics or Xiguo jifa 西國記法 is itself the outcome of his reworking on medieval rhetoric. 4 Whereas the idea of rhetoric in Xiguo jifa is most likely Ciceronian, it does not mean that the Ming Jesuits knew this particular typology of rhetoric only. In his Xixue fan 西學凡 (1623) or the General Introduction to Western Learning, Julius Aleni (艾儒略, 1582-1649) has highlighted the three types of Aristotelian rhetoric by paraphrase: Deliberative speaking is employed "in times when the gentry cannot make a decision about things important, or to persuade people to shun from bad things or evil ways of life (衿紳偶有大事難決者，或民習於陋業，沉於邪俗者)." Epideictic oratory is employed "in 2 For a biography of Zou Weilian, see Chen 1991 , comp., juan 18, in Zhou 1991 . For Su and Zhang, see the discussion of them in Xing 1998, p. 87. 3 Not until the Song and the Ming, those Neo-Confucians, for teaching purposes, began to deliver longer speeches as we understand them today, although they were still not the outputs of an art equaled to the Greco-Roman art of speech. See Song and Huang 1991, pp. 166-259. 4 For the text of Xiguo jifa, please refer to Wu 1964, 1-70. For a recent study on Xiguo jifa, see Ahn 2017, "On Xiguo jifa (『西國 記法』) of Matteo Ricci (1552 Ricci ( -1610 times when one is to talk about the merits of the virtuous or to criticize those whose behavior is vicious (或當誦說聖賢之功德，或當譏彈不肖之惡行)." Forensic speaking is employed "to demand redress for a grievance, to make the cunning submitted, and to punish the mischievously sinned (枉者伸，詐者 服，凶頑者罪; Ai 1964, p. 30) ."
Another connection between the Ming Jesuits and Classical rhetoric lies in their meticulously clever use of exemplum, a specific genre that, as suggested above, comes from Aristotelian theory of pisteis. Most of the exempla, pursuant to Aristotle's Rhetoric, are "embodied in art" (2.2.1-2.2.3). One of the earliest Jesuit exempla concerns St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430), and appears in Michele Ruggieri's (羅明堅, 1543-1607) Tianzhu shengjiao shilu天主聖教實錄 (1584), which can be taken here for an exemple:
[I] was told that there was a virtuous scholar who would like to know all about God, thinking about Him all day long. One day, as he was walking along the seashore, he met a child, who hold a bowel with cracks and walked toward the sea. The scholar asked the child, "Where will you go?" The child replied, "I like to put all the water of the sea into this bowel." The scholar laughed, "You are wrong if you want to put the entire sea into this bowel." The child answered, "Since you have known that I can't exhaust the sea by using this bowel with cracks, isn't it ridiculous for you to exhaust the knowledge about God by sparing no effort to do so?" The child then vanished in no time, and the scholar was so surprised that he was illuminated to knew that the child was an angel. 5
This story was likely the most famous exemplum in the Ming and the Qing dynasties. Several known and unknown authors of this period quoted it intensively in their respective texts. 6 Although Ruggieri tells a complete story in his book, the European originals of his story, the one in the Iberian Libro de los enxienplos por a.b.c. for instance, relates that virtually, St. Augustine, while writing a book on the Trinity, was admonished by a cherubic child he encountered along the seashore that the endeavor was as futile as trying to put all the ocean into a small hole in the sand one spoonful at a time. 7 Famous as this "Vision of St. Augustine" may be, it is not found in any of Augustine's works, including his well-known Confessions. In addition to indicating the exact source of this exemplum, one should know that, in the context of Ruggieri's catechism, it is enlisted to demonstrate that God is totally beyond human knowledge. The child's analogy is nothing short of an apocalypse for Augustine the "shengren 聖人," a term for "saint" appropriated in the revised, 1630 version of the Tianzhu shilu (Luo 1966, 2:769-770) , in that it reveals to him human smallness and divine grandeur. This story, generally attributed to Augustine of course, not only has the intrinsic interest of all good tales and the concreteness of all analogies, but it also functions as authorities (St. Augustine as a "shengren," for whom Confucians show great respect), not merely because it quotes the "life" of an authoritative figure, but also because it itself is truth and thus authority incarnate (cf. Gregg 1997, pp. 11-16) . 5 My translation. For the Chinese text of the story, see Luo 2002, 1:14-15 . For the nature of Tianzhu shilu, see Front 2019, pp. 201-25. 6 So far as I know, the anonymous Chinese authors of Xingmi pian醒迷篇 ( 2002), Tianzhu shengjiao koduo天主聖教口鐸 ( 2013), Lun fuli xiushi論輔理修士 ( 2013), and Shanyi shengxue三一聖學 ( 2009) all quote the "Vision of St. Augustine" in their respective titles. See Zhong et al. 2009, 9:268-269; 9:268-269; Zhong et al. 2009, 3:428-430; Zhong et al. 2013, 20:130. For known authors' citations, see Li 2009; Zhou 2013, 27:148. 7 See Sánchez 1992, p. 277. Ricci, in his Tianzhu shiyi天主實義, offers the first "correct" version as paraphrased in the text. See Li 1965, 1:395. 
Ciceronian Rhetoric and Its Representation in Ming China
When one considers the settings and origins of exempla or the European cautionary stories as a whole, one finds that they can be roughly divided into two categories, as suggested earlier: classical and Christian types. The supposedly biographical tales in what St. Jerome (340-420) calls Vitae patrum (third century) and in Jacobus de Voragine's (1230 Voragine's ( -1298 Legenda aurea (c. 1260) generally have been thought of as typical sources of Christian type of exemplum. 8 As for the classical species, fable and anecdotes are the most prominent typologies (Kaufmann 1995, pp. 66-93; Carter 1928, pp. 7-8) .
Exemplum is therefore one of the effective rhetorical devices, a literary ars that not only makes its way into China before any other literary genres from the West but is no doubt a subject also related to the problems of language.
It requires little imagination to see that once the Jesuits recognized that there was no standardized Chinese in its spoken form (or even in its colloquial, written form), they were confronted with the necessity of adjusting their concept of European rhetoric. In the period when Ruggieri and Ricci sailed eastbound, rhetoric had already become part of Jesuit curricula (Ganss 1996, p. 296; Fitzpatrick 1993, pp. 208-16) . 9 It was, however, by no means what is known as the sacred oratory of the Renaissance, which features expository and exegetical allegiance to Roman orthodoxy (McGinness 1995, pp. 3-8) .
Judging from the contents of the Jesuit texts in Chinese, one may conclude that what Ricci and his Jesuit fellows had been trained to do in such Jesuit institutes as the Collegio Romano and Coimbra University falls into the category of medieval ars praedicandi. I am of this opinion because the use of exempla had been condemned harshly ever since the Council of Trent (1545-1563), and also because only in such medieval artists of preaching as Alan of Lille (d. 1202) can one find the firmest support of the use of the classical type of sermon exemplum-under the aegis of the rhetoric of exemplification. Medieval though Alan might be, he and his preaching theory were well known in the Renaissance (Walsh 1977, pp. 117-36; Wilks 1977, pp. 137-57) , and they might have stimulated the formation of Jesuit sacred lectures, in all likelihood through indirect sources.
As is the case with classical rhetoric, the medieval art of preaching is indeed no more than an ars of religious oration, with greater emphasis on oral training than on writing (O'Malley 1993, pp. 94-95) . This can be seen clearly by a glance at Cypriano Soarez's (1524 Soarez's ( -1593 De arte rhetorica (Soarez 1955 ), a textbook of rhetoric widely used in the Jesuit educational institutions of the Renaissance. 10 Although Soarez wrote the book to "assist the young men to read the learned books of Aristotle (384-322fli BCE), , and Quintilian (c. 35-c. 100 AD) wherein lies the well-springs of eloquence, "he argues that eloquence is no more than a means to the higher end of a more virtuous life on earth as preparation for a fuller existence in another, better world." To "draw greater profit from eloquence," one therefore must "carefully purify it by Christian teaching" (Soarez 1955, p. 113) . The Ciceronian tasks of rhetoric, namely (1) inventio, (2) dispositio, (3) elocutio, (4) memoria, and (5) actio (pronouncio), are the major parts in the structure of De arte rhetorica.
Oration is the science of efficient and successful speech, but the Ciceronian parts of rhetoric might have to undergo an essential metamorphosis in Ming China due to the latter's different definition of its "common language." Aleni's Xixue fan has been generally conceived of as the first introduction to Ciceronian rhetoric in China, 11 but this is a long-standing, serious mistake; Aleni's formulation of the five procedures actually bases itself on Alfonso Vagnone's (高一志, 1566-1640) paraphrase of them 8 For the texts where Christian type of exemplum was often made of, see Rosweyd 1864 , in J.-P. Migne, ed. 1862 -1864 Waddell 1987; and Voragine 1993 . It is said that it was partially for the latter collection that Ignatius of Loyola made up his mind to be a priest (Tylenda 1985, p. 12 ). Ignatius's dramatic decision had itself become a Christian exemplum in Alfonso Vagnone's work in Chinese before 1628 (Gao, in Zhong et al. 2002, 1:367-68) . For a modern discussion on the rhetoricity of this episode in Ignatius's autobiography, see Boyle 1997, pp. 5ff. 9 For more discussions, see Grendler 1989, pp. 377-81; and Lang 1952, pp. 286-98. 10 Most of the important texts concerning the medieval art of preaching can be conveniently found in Miller et al. 1974 . For an excellent survey, see Murphy 1974, pp. 269-355. 11 For a discussion on this subject, see D'Elia 1950, pp. 58-76. For Aleni's text, see Ai 1964, pp. 27-30. in his 1615 treatise written to describe "Western learning" (西學). 12 Vagnone's paraphrase, in turn, is developed from the related passage in Soarez's vade mecum of religious rhetoric, though Soarez bases his discourse on Cicero:
[此五法者] 先究事物人時之勢，而思具所當言之道理，以發明其美意焉。次貴乎先後布置有 序，如帥之智者節制行伍：勇者置於軍之前後，而懦者屯之於中。次以古語美言潤飾之。次 以所成議論嫻習成誦，默識心胸，終至於公堂或諸智者之前辯誦之。 (Gao 1995, 1:371-372) [The five parts of rhetoric] begin with the study of things, events, persons, and the conditions of times before one speculates on the cause of delivering one's speech for the presentation of one's proper intention. What is important next is the deployment [of materials and arguments.] This has to be made in good order, in the way as a wise commander would do with his troop: the brave will be deployed in front and at the back of the troop, while the cowardly will be placed in the middle. And then one adorns one's speech with antique gems and beautiful diction. And then one commits to memory the finished discourse by recitation. Finally one delivers it in a public hall or disputes it with wise persons. 13
The related comparison made by Soarez is of course taken from Cicero's De oratore and Quintillian's Institutio oratoria (Cicero 1996, I. xxxi. 143-147; Quintilian 1993, III. iii. 1-iv. 15 ; also see Cicero 1989, I. ii. 3) . De oratore was a common text for rhetoric classes in the schools of the Renaissance and the Reformation as well. Removing the troop comparison from this context, Aleni elaborates on Vagonone's idea as follows:
As for the method of discourse, there are five steps. First, to observe things, events, persons, and the conditions of the times, and to seek the causes behind them; such are called materials for discourse. Second, to deploy [materials and arguments] in good order: first this, then that. Third, to adorn with gems from ancient writers. Fourth, to commit to memory the finished discourse. If a student is intelligent and good at memory, there is method for keeping his memory fresh. If the student is forgetful, there is the art of memory. Finally, the student appears in a public hall in front of the examiners to recite his discourse or mounts a platform for a disputation with wise and learned persons. Now the purpose of discourse is to pierce the doubts and guide the will of the listened, for it does little benefit if one is capable of handling affairs but incapable of moving the hearts and emotions of others. Hence, there is a method, too, in the stress and speed of delivery, in the facial expressions, and in the movements of the 12 For the year the chapter on Western learning was completed, see Mei 2017, p. 216n2. 13 The calibre of a distinguished commander is not better discerned from his selection of the brave and the spirited soldiers for war, than from posting an army for battle" (Soarez in Flynn 1955, p. 209) . Elsewhere, Soarez uses the same figure of idea once more, although not so relevant to my argument: "The army that has a wise commander is governed more satisfactorily in all respects than one ordered by some rash and stupid person" (Soarez in Flynn 1955, p. 240). hands and eyes, of the speakers, so that the words will touch the listeners' loves and hates, sorrows and joys and do not merely disperse in the air. 14 Despite Vagnone's use of such words as "dispute" and "recitation," he paradoxically designates the result of these steps as "the essay of the Far West" (太西之文), rather than as its "speech" or "oration." Such designation, in other words, has laid bare Vagnone's intention to accommodate European rhetoric to Chinese literary culture, which generally bases itself on writing rather than on speaking. I believe that what had motivated Vagnone to make the designation must have been greatly influenced by his understanding of what the "language" commonly shared by the Ming Chinese was: it is the so-called wenyanwen 文言文 or literary Chinese. Aleni's elaboration upon Vagnone in his Xixue fan reflects even more the same understanding. He identifies leduolijia 勒鐸里加 (rhetorica) as the "science of literature" (文藝之學) and specifies its contents as "proverbial sayings of the ancient sages" (古賢名訓), "books on history of different nations" (各國史書), "poetry and prose of different kinds" (各種詩文), and "essays and argumentative articles written by individuals" (自撰文章、議論) (Ai 1964, p. 28) . Obviously, here, the study of oration has been turned to become that of the written, literary language. To put it one more step further and, therefore, more precisely, through the joint efforts of the late-Ming Jesuits, the late-Qing Protestant missionaries like Joseph Edkins, and some Ming-Qing Chinese scholars such as Yang Tingyun (楊廷筠, 1562-1627) and Wei Yuan (魏源, 1794 -1857 , the "wen" in Vagnone's translation would later undergo an essential transformation from rhetoric into a Sino-European "wenxue文學" or literature, as I have indicated elsewhere (Li 2017, pp. 29-34) . Such a transliterated transmutation of rhetorica into leduolijia, one should also note, had already been foreshadowed by an observation Ricci made some twenty years earlier. Ricci wrote in his Storia dell'Introduzione del Cristianesimo in Cina that all Chinese "rettorica et eloquentia" were to be found "in their writings rather than in the spoken word, in which they resemble Isocrates, who had a reputation among the Greeks for the eloquence of his writings." 15
European and Chinese Rhetoric Compared
Chinese, in fact, is by no means lacking in "rettorica" or "rhetorica," albeit of a different nature. 16 Texts which teach debate or verbal discourse have been found in works spanning from Xunzi 荀子 through Hanfeizi 韓非子 to The Literary Mind and the Carving of the Dragon. 17 Authors of especially pre-Qin times (pre-221 BCE), however, were born in different kingdoms and thus might speak different languages. What they talked about in their individual works on "rhetoric," i.e., bian 辯, shuo 說, yi 議, dui 對, or lun 論, might thus vary to a certain degree, especially in oral presentation (Lu 1998, pp. 468-93) . In addition, in this period, the Chinese idea of persuasion might lack "the connotation of artistic composition or style, which 'rhetoric' often carries in the West," and it henceforth, is replete with political imports. By the standards of Aristotle's On Rhetoric or Alan's Art of Preaching, which bases its discussion on an essentially common spoken language, texts in neither Xunzhi nor Hanfeizhi can thus be qualified as "rhetorical." No text on "public speech" was given and thus, one more observation calls for mention: "Neither Confucius nor other Chinese thinkers held a very high opinion of the intelligence of the general public; what they have to say about speech, persuasion, and other aspects of rhetoric is addressed to rulers or to their own philosophical students and does not consider techniques of addressing a mass audience." (Kennedy 1998, p. 143) This specific feature of "ancient Chinese rhetoric" is so discrepant from that of the West that no citation or mention of other texts than Hanfeizi 14 Luk's translation with proper additions made by me. See Luk 1977, pp. 70-71 . For Aleni's text, see Ai 1964 , 1:28-30. 15 D'Elia 1942 . For the English translation, I quote from Gallagher 1942, p. 28. 16 As I will suggest in what follows, it has been a mistake to take xiuqi xue 修辭學as an equivalent to "rhetoric;" I prefer yantan zhishu言談之術to it, though it is still different from Western idea of rhetoric. 17 See Xunzi 1979, "Feixiang 非相," pp. 73-91; Hanfeizi 1964 , "The Difficulties of Persuasion" ("Shuonan 說難"), pp. 73-79; and Liu Xie 劉勰, "Lunshuo 論說" and "Yidui 議對," in Liu 1985, pp. 126-33, 169-75 . For a historical survey in this respect, see Song and Huang 1991, and Yuan and Zong 1990, pp. 9ff; Oliver 1971, pp. 84-257; and Garrett 1993, pp. 105-15. and Xunzhi need be made hereupon. Actually, the respect for oral delivery become even worse since the civil service examination system (kejia科甲) had dominated the academia of the Han dynasty; writing rather than speaking was the only way to academic fame and political as well as social success, as I have intimated earlier in this paper. It therefore made no sense at all for Ricci and his Jesuit brothers to accord the same weight to rhetoric in China as they did in the West. Furthermore, Ricci was quite conscious that not even the written colloquial Chinese was highly respected in Ming society (Ricci 1942, vol. 1, p. 37) . The idea of rhetoric as "wen," or "essay," embodies to the ultimate degree in the Notitia linguae sinicae by the Qing Jesuit Joseph de Prémare (1666 Prémare ( -1736 . The second part of this book discusses the Chinese literary language by using rhetorical terminologies from both Cicero and Aristotle. In the book, Prémare enlists rhetorical devices such as antithesi, reptione, gradatione, confutatione (interogrationisbus), descriptione, comparationis, metaphora, fabula (yu-yen 寓言), and exemplum (pi-yu 譬喻) to illustrate characteristics of Chinese literature. He might be motivated by the Chinese literatus Liu Ning 劉凝 (1620-c. 1715) to compose this part (Li 2015, pp. 123-28; Mungello 1979, pp. 8-9, 77-79; Lundbaek 1991, pp. 141-47) , but his "figuris orationis," interestingly, place more emphasis on the particulars of Chinese written language than on its spoken counterpart. (Prémare 1831, pp. 204-48) For Notitia linguae sinicae, rhetoric is thus not an ars of effective speaking but, instead, it is that of beautiful writing. In this Qing work of Prémare's, the echoes of Vagnone and Aeni's idea is clearly and strongly heard.
Given the Ming "rhetorical" circumstances, all the Jesuits could do to put the Alanian art of preaching into practice, besides verbal stories told occasionally, would have to depend greatly on written exempla or on exempla re-contextualized in, oxymoronically, written preaching, as Ricci has done in his Jiren shipian 畸人十篇 (Ten Chapters from a Strange Person, 1608; Li 2005) . Trigault and Vagnone provided the first collections of classical, written exempla in Chinese in this period, 18 while Ricci and Aleni verbalized their tales in their written texts in different forms. They were Renaissance raconteurs fairly versed in the medieval art of story-telling, certainly in literary Chinese.
Exemplum and the Thematic Sermon
One may, of course, ask at this stage of my paper: Regardless of its Christian type, why does the medieval art of preaching also place stress on the classical, pagan type of exemplum? I have indicated previously that the Middle Ages were the climax of Christianizing brief stories from Greco-Roman lore. Most of the works at this period were done by the Dominicans and the Franciscans (Hinnebusch 1951, pp. 279-31; Bataillon 1985, pp. 191-205; Crane 1983, pp. 49-78) , and their stories turned out to be direct or indirect sources of the short narratives found in the Ming Jesuits. This notwithstanding, one still has to return to Alan for a theoretical account for medieval interest in classical exempla. In his Art of Preaching, Alan gives the first definition of preaching in the history of the church; in it, the idea of authority is greatly accentuated. According to Alan, an "authority" is a quotation that authorizes an assertion a speaker or a writer makes, functioning almost as a proof text (Alan of Lille 1981, pp. 16-22) . One finds that two types of preaching in the medieval pulpit were inspired specifically by Alan's emphasis on authorities as the fountainhead of preaching: the monastic sermon and the thematic one. Alan was himself a Cistercian, and his Cistercian peers such as St. Bernard of Clairvaux (c. 1090 Clairvaux (c. -1153 and Odo of Cheriton (c. 1185 -c. 1247 were most enthusiastic practitioners of this or a similar theory by developing their sermons from biblical texts, the most authoritative "authorities" (McGuire 1983, pp. 211-67; Matarasso 1993, pp. 295-304) . Side by side with this idea of authority arose the monastic form of preaching that was no more than a shapeless verse-by-verse comment on a passage from the Bible (Matarasso 1993, pp. 65-82) . The Franciscans and the Dominicans were traveling mendicants preaching in and around the cities. Before they became prominent in the 1220s, they had prepared themselves for their preaching by studying at the new universities then being founded (Lesnick 1989, pp. 94-95) . With their scholastic background, they developed the first real homiletical form, known mostly as the thematic sermon; this form, I would argue, must have contributed greatly to the morphological formation of such Jesuit texts as Pantoja's Qike 七克 (The Conquest of the Seven Deadly Sins, 1614), Ricci's Jiren shipian, and Martino Martini's (衛匡國, 1614-1661) Qiouyou pian 逑友篇 (A Treatise on Friendship) (Li 1964 (Li , vol. 2, pp. 689-1126 vol. 1, pp. 93-282; Wei 1984, in Wu, 1:1-88) .
Compared with the monastic sermon, the thematic one has more to do with the formal use of classical and Christian exempla. It was constructed on the basis of a theme, an authority in pulpit actuality. The theme would then be divided into a number of parts, and these were, in turn, subdivided into a number of sub-points. Alan's idea of authority became involved generally at this juncture of shaping the subdivision, for the affirmations made in each part of it were expected to be supported, or even "dilated," by the quotation of authorities, including illustrations by exempla (D'Avray 1995, pp. 263-73) . Here, the idea of the authority had undergone a transmutation from the theme of a sermon to its illustration. What, then, constituted the medieval corpus of "authorities as illustrations"? In the words of Alan, first and foremost, "books of Holy Writ," then patristic writings, and finally "sayings of the pagan writers" (Alan of Lille 1981, pp. 20-22) . In the mouth of the Dominicans and the Franciscans, Alan's specification for the last category would be generalized as "classical exempla," and the others would be the Christian type of exemplum.
To facilitate the composition of a sermon, the thematic one in particular, there appeared in the high and late Middle Ages several types of preaching aids or pastoral manuals, mostly in Latin. 19 Among them, two call for special attention: the collections of model sermons on virtues and vices and the collections of exempla arranged in alphabetical order by topics. 20 The former provided the Ming Jesuits with a base to be mined for form and material from which to construct their "written preaching" in literary Chinese on the same subjects. The latter, having been medieval "cyclopedias of illustration," supplied them with an inexhaustible treasury of Christian and classical tales to be enlisted in support of their themes, or the points they wished to make, in their "written preaching," or simply, "books on Christian topoi." To these two collections, one must add the collections of chreiai reworked on classical biographies or textbooks of basic rhetoric, when one considers the Jesuit use of anecdote. 21 I, together with Thierry Meynard, have written a book in English to illustrate what a chreia is, especially those in Chinese. In addition, I have also devoted one book to pinpointing part of my major concerns in this paper (Li 2005) . To make it short, my arguments have been drawn partially from a linguistic comparison between the Jesuit tales in Chinese and their European counterparts found in the two types of preaching aids mentioned above.
Coda
Since both the classical and the Christian species of medieval exemplum is a form of sermon illustration, they certainly owe their genesis to classical rhetorical theory concerning examples; this fact accounts for my earlier reference to Aristotle's On Rhetoric. But a few more remarks in relation to the Jesuit use of a medieval preaching style discussed above need to be made before I move to the close of this paper. It is true that Aristotle's work on rhetoric had failed to exercise a direct influence on medieval rhetoric until the thirteenth century, but one can hardly disavow its role in the formation of the Alanian art of preaching. As is well known, the medieval art of pulpit oratory was greatly indebted to Book Four of St Augustine's (354-430) Doctrina christiana (Mountford 1991, pp. 27-53) . St. Augustine's meticulous study on this subject, however, bases itself on Ciceronian rhetoric. Despite Cicero's theoretical renovations in rhetorical specifics such as speech stylistics and the five tasks of the rhetor, the major portion of his rhetorical thinking was derived from Aristotle (Cicero 1996, I. xxxll. 144-145; Kennedy 1994, pp. 141ff.) . For this reason, although the Greek rhetorician was absent from most of the medieval scene, he remained clearly felt through the Ciceronian school of rhetoric, which was then authoritative (Caplan 1933, pp. 73-96) . Also for this reason, it takes little imagination to see that the Jesuits of the Ming and the Qing dynasty may have owed their employment of exempla to Aristotle's theory of logical proof as implied in the medieval art of preaching, not to mention their overt familiarity with it through Soarez's De arte rhetorica.
I have indicated at the outset of this paper that traditional scholars in the field of Christianity in China generally held that the Chinese converts in the Ming could be persuaded only by the Jesuit presentation of European material culture. What led to such a conclusion, to the best of my knowledge, might have been an ingrained sense of cultural superiority on the part of the Chinese. Before the middle of the Qing dynasty, Chinese official-scholars in the mainstream could hardly subscribe to the view that beyond China one could find a country of equal cultural excellence, especially in regard to literary achievement. However, the evangelical truth may have been the other way around, in that, as I have also pointed out earlier, religion is spiritual in essence and its proselytism can scarcely be dominated by material contributions alone. Sallie McFague forcefully indicates in her study of Jesus's parables that "Christian belief must always be a process of coming to belief-like a story" (McFague 1975, p. 3) . She implies, in this observation, that sermon stories like the parables of Jesus, more often than not, may be the primary mover of one's spiritual formation. If McFague's theory is plausible, even if only in part, then the importance of the classical and Christian types of Jesuit exemplum, a religious sub-genre appropriated due to the Jesuit restoration of the medieval art of preaching, should not be underestimated. In this light, if what I have said in my books concerned is able to break down the long-standing, traditional prejudices concerning Chinese conversion in the late Ming and the early Qing dynasty and concerning the Jesuit contributions to Chinese culture at this period, that success may be credited to Aristotle and Cicero, the fountainhead, though indirect, of the medieval ars praedicandi.
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